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Natural

Dark Grey

Charcoal

Medium Grey

Brown

Application:
Fiber:
Colors:
Custom colors: 
Width:
Length: 
Texture:
Pile weight:
Total weight:

Pile thickness:

Flammability:
Primary backing:
Country of origin:
Castor chair protectors: 
Warranty:
Environmental:

Commercial
Natural coco fibers
5 colors
N/A
6’-7” (2m)
39’-4” (12m)
Cut pile
6.6 kg/m² (195 .84 oz/yd²)
1.36 lbs/sf
1.43 lbs/sf
1.52 lbs/sf
5/8” (17 mm)
3/4” (20 mm) *natural only
1” (23 mm) *natural only
ASTM D2859 CPSC FF 1-70
Vinyl
China
Recommended
6 months limited warranty 
Environmental Product Declaration 
available upon request

Natural



Routine Cleaning
Vacuum the carpet with a heavy-duty commercial vacuum (rotary brushes recommended) to remove all dirt and grit. This 
is the single most important maintenance activity for preserving the floor’s appearance and performance – and typically 
the most overlooked and omitted. Post “wet floor” signs.
 1. A slow pass against the carpet pile is more effective than several quick passes.
 2. A vacuum brush will open up the tufts.
 3. Agitation will loosen the soil.
 4. Slow movement allows time for air to circulate through the face of the yarn and extract the soil.

Periodic Cleaning
Absorbent powder is recommended for interim cleaning. The powder contains a carrier, which incorporates a solvent and 
detergent so that oil and water debris can be absorbed by the powder.
 1. Spread the powder on the carpet.
 2. Allow the powder to absorb dirt and moisture from the carpet.
 3. Vacuum the carpet with a heavy-duty commercial vacuum (rotary brushes recommended)

Deep Cleaning
Eventually the carpet will require more intensive cleaning. The frequency of such cleanings will depend upon the amount 
of traffic in the area. The most effective method for deep cleaning is hot water extraction.
 1. Move any furniture or fixtures to expose the entire carpet.
 2. Vacuum the carpet to remove any loose soil to allow the extractor to be as effective as possible.
 3. Plug in the extractor and allow the wash tank to heat the water. Add defoamer to the extraction tank
 4. Inject the steam into the carpet according to the instructions on the machine you are using.
 5. Pull the cleaning wand slowly toward you.
 6. Close the cleaner dispenser valve just before your first line so the solution won’t “puddle”.
 7. Lift the wand and return it to the original position and then pull it again to vacuum up the excess water.
 8. Begin a new line with it slightly overlapping the previous one.
 9. Work quickly to avoid over-wetting the carpet. Do not let the carpet soak. Excess water can shrink the backing.
 10. Allow the carpet time to dry completely and vacuum it again.

Spot Removal
 1. Solvent > blot > detergent > blot > water > blot
 2. Detergent > blot > ammonia > blot > detergent > blot > water > blot
 3. Solvent > detergent > blot > water > blot
 4. Detergent > blot > white vinegar > detergent > blot > water > blot
 5. Detergent > blot > ammonia > blot > white vinegar > blot > water > blot
 6. Detergent > blot > white vinegar > blot > ammonia > blot > water > blot
 7. Freeze with ice cubes > shatter with blunt object > vacuum > solvent > wait several minutes > blot. 
 8. Blot > water > blot > ammonia > detergent > blot > water > blot
 9. Denatured alcohol > blot > white vinegar. Repeat if necessary
 10. Call a carpet cleaning professional
 11. Use cold ingredients detergent > blot > ammonia blot > detergent > blot > water > blot
 12. Detergent > blot > vinegar > blot > ammonia > blot > detergent > blot > water
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